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MEDIA KITS



A bad batch of discs can stop a production 
run cold. Not all discs are manufactured to 
the tolerances required for robotic systems and 
the high-volume, on-demand performance 
you expect from Rimage publishing systems. 
Disc quality can vary significantly, that’s why 
Rimage offers Media Kits manufactured to 
precise specifications to assure reliable, 
uninterrupted performance from your 
Rimage publishing system.

Order convenient Rimage Media Kits 
and you’re ready to run with matched 
prepackaged quantities of printing supplies 
and high quality media. For guaranteed  
data integrity* and the best print quality, 
it doesn’t get any easier than having  
matched Rimage Media Kits delivered  
to your door. 

Get the most out of your system.
Rimage software, hardware and Media Kits 
are perfectly calibrated for consistent, reliable 
performance and fast throughput.

Print on a bigger and better surface.
Give yourself a little more room to design and 
communicate your message. Rimage Media Kits 
enable you to print on the full surface of the  
disc – including the hub area.
 
Expect archival quality. 
Based on longevity testing, Rimage guarantees 
that each CD in a Media Kit will retain its data 
for 100 years.* And Rimage guarantees CDs 
and DVDs to both record and print to the 
user’s satisfaction.* 
* Review full warranty details at www.rimage.com 

Count on convenient 
Rimage Media Kits for 
guaranteed performance. 



Perfectly calibrated for optimum 
Everest performance.
Rimage’s pioneering Everest thermal retransfer printing technology 
enables system users to permanently bond high-resolution images 
directly to the surface of CDs and DVDs with extraordinary print 
quality and durability. Media Kit discs are specifically designed for 
Everest thermal print coatings. 

Available in 500 and 1,000 CD, 
DVD or Blu-ray quantities, Everest 
Media Kits provide perfectly 
matched discs and printing 
ribbons for consistent publishing 
performance. 

Stunning results from the 
smallest inkjet droplet size 
in the industry.
No more pooling, smudging or  
over-saturation. Now you can 
consistently print detailed text  
and images perfectly – every time.  
Rimage inkjet cartridges and discs are 
designed to work together for precision 
ink application for faster drying times, 
reduced dot gain and beautiful  
color resolution. 

Available in 600 CD or DVD quantities, inkjet Media Kits contain 
one black and two CMY inkjet cartridges. 

Simplify purchasing and production 
with Rimage Media Kits.
Convenient, reliable and competitively priced, Rimage Media Kits 
deliver guaranteed performance right out of the box with matched, 
prepackaged quantities of discs and printing supplies. Rimage 
system software, hardware, and Media Kits are designed to work 
together for consistent print quality and guaranteed data integrity.

Make sure you’re always ready to run at peak performance.  
Ask your Rimage representative for Rimage Media Kit  
ordering information.

What Customers  
are saying
“Our CD/DVD products are 

sent all over the world, and 

once they leave our facility, 

we have no control over how 

the discs are handled. With 

our discs being printed on 

the Everest and recorded 

using a Rimage system,  

we know that we have a 

guaranteed image and 

recording to send to our 

customers. We do not have  

to worry about the image on 

the disc fading over time, 

scratching or labels peeling 

— all of the challenges we’ve 

encountered in the past with 

lower quality discs.”

- Ken Howell, SAS 
Institute Inc. 

Senior Systems Director

Available in a variety of disc 
quantities, Rimage Media Kits 
provide perfectly matched discs, 
ink cartridges and retransfer 
rolls for consistent print quality – 
shipped directly whenever needed. 

Brilliantly economical.
Rimage printable media  

is matched precisely to  

system specifications for  

faster write speeds 

and error-free  

operation.
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Available Kits:

Everest 1000 Kits

Everest 500 Kits

Rimage Inkjet Media Kits

Recommended printer settings for print areas are 24mm and 118mm. Please consult the Rimage web site for a complete list of media 
kits. Contact your authorized Rimage Service Representative for additional warranty and service option details. 

1000 CD, DVD or Blu-ray discs

Two CMY ribbons or one Black ribbon

One 1000 print retransfer roll 

500 CD, DVD or Blu-ray discs

One CMY ribbon

One 500 print retransfer roll 

600 CD or DVD discs

One Black inkjet cartridge

Two CMY cartridges 

OR

Run with the leader in reliability.
Whether it’s one disc or a thousand, leading organizations worldwide depend on Rimage solutions to confidently 
publish critical content. From online upgrades and diagnostics to same-day component and system shipping, count 
on Rimage to help keep you up and running 24/7.

For more information about the many support options available, contact your authorized Rimage representative.


